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After the mid-term presentation, I have got both constructive and conceptual feedback 

from critiques and audiences. Since I demoed a playable MVP during the presentation, I have got 

even more detailed feedback from the tester. Which re-emphasized how important a playable 

MVP is for getting precise feedback.

First of all, the main idea of my project was conveyed easily because of the demo and the 

video. So the audience understood what my project is about. However, I still need to come up 

with a better title for the project that can embed more meaning and content of the experience. 

Right now the title Lunar Power is less informative and could even create misleading 

information.

The slogan or one-sentence pitch also needs to be polished or even changed. After that, 

the video has done a good job catching audiences’ eyes, though it barely contains any 

explanation of the project. While it is important that the video created a calm and contemplative 

mood that is consistent with the experience. 

In terms of the actual product, I have got many useful feedbacks. One of the critiques 

questioned that whether my product is an app or a game experience. That was a difficult question 

that I had been looking for for a while. I always believe that the boundary between games and 

apps are diminishing through the development and inclusion of artists into the tech industry. A 

new category of Art or Pure Experience will fit better than any others on the App Store. However 

I do not personally want to give it a definitive answer, it is intuitive for users to clarify what kind 

of experience they will be in. Hence I still have to decide its category. I think due to the natural 

of meditation, like what the critique said, it should be regarded more as an app than a game. And 



my user journey and personas should be constructed accordingly. Cases where a gamer is 

looking for calming and meditative experience are rare but people who are busy enough 

struggling for life seeking an escape in the city are way more common. Therefore I should be 

considering how to tweak the experience so that it can fit more user scenarios for this kind of 

group. 

In conclusion, the project is doing what I expect is to do. It shows strong points in design 

and aesthetics, and weak points in word choices and overall definition for the common 

population as an experiential app.


